Kansas History Day 2021 District 4 Winners

Junior Group Exhibits

1st  Title: Feathered Friends: Pigeons in War
     Students: Brady Inman and Emmaly Hagemeister
     Teacher: Lisa Mechels
     School: Manhattan Dwight De. Eisenhower Middle School

2nd  Title: Communication through the Underground Railroad
     Students: Bailey Busch and Lucy Martinie
     Teacher: Kelly Carmody
     School: Manhattan Woodrow Wilson Elementary School

Junior Group Website

1st  Title: World War I Carrier Pigeons
     Students: Finnegan Nelson and Jacob Paddon
     Teacher: Kelly Carmody
     School: Manhattan Woodrow Wilson Elementary School

Junior Historical Paper

1st  Title: Anne Frank: Communication Through Her Dairy
     Student: Dharitri Betha
     Teacher: Carla Johnston
     School: Manhattan Frank V. Bergman Elementary School

2nd  Title: Claude Shannon: The Father of Digital Communication
     Student: Advith Natarajan
     Teacher: Lisa Bietau
     School: Manhattan Susan B. Anthony Middle School

Junior Individual Websites

1st  Title: The Telephone Project
     Student: Noah Adams
     Teacher: Kelly Carmody
     School: Manhattan Woodrow Wilson Elementary School

Junior Group Performances

1st  Title: Telephone Through History: Evolution and Revolution of Alexander Graham Bell’s Creation
Students: Jessica Methvin Jordy Raymer, Margret Collett and Titus Mason
Teacher: Clare Galle
School: Marion Middle School

2nd
Title: Silence is Heard Around the World
Students: Ella Adams and Natalia Buffington
Teacher: Kelly Carmody
School: Manhattan Woodrow Wilson Elementary School